
 

MEETING NOTICE AND AGENDA 
Policy Board 

BTPO Conference Room 
Monday, November 2, 2020 

11:30 am 
 
 

1. Administrate Approvals 
a. Approval of Minutes from September 14, 2020, Policy Board Meeting (Action 

Item)  
b. Approve Check Register and Receipts (Action Item)  

 
2. FY 2020 – 2026 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment 8  

 
3. Idaho State University GIS Scope of Work 

 
4. 2020 Housing Summary   

 
5. Idaho’s Transportation Infrastructure: Moving Idaho Forward Report 

 
6. Committee Member Reports – Agenda item provides committee members time to update 

the group on activities that could affect regional transportation planning.  
 

January 4, 2021, is the next meeting scheduled 



Agenda Item #1a: Policy Board Minutes from September 14, 2020 
 
Meeting Date: November 2, 2020 
 
Summary of Item:    
MEETING AGENDA 
Policy Board 
Monday, September 14, 2020 
11:30 a.m. 
BTPO Conference Room 
210 East Center 
 
Members Attending: 
Heidi Adamson – City of Pocatello 
Roger Hernandez – City of Chubbuck 
Kevin England – City of Chubbuck 
Rick Cheatum – City of Pocatello 
Todd Hubbard – Idaho Transportation Department  
Brian Blad – City of Pocatello 
Skyler Beebe – Pocatello Regional Transit 
Jeff Hough – Bannock County Commissioner 
 
Others Attending: 
Mori Byington – BTPO 
 
Members Not in Attendance: 
Amy Salmore – ISU 
 
Meeting called to order by Chairmen Hernandez at 11:33 a.m.  
 
Agenda Item #1 - Administrative Approvals 
Heidi Adamson made a motion to approve agenda item 1a Minutes of July 6, 2020; Todd Hubbard 
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. Kevin England made a motion to approve agenda 
item 1b Check Register and Receipts; Skyler Beebe seconded the motion. The motion passed 
unanimously.  Kevin England made a motion to approve agenda item 1c Annual Meeting Calendar; Todd 
Hubbard seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item# 2 - FY 2021 – 2027 Transportation Improvement Program  
Mori reviewed the requirement to include projects which have not received a final vouchered from 
FHWA.  Appendix D list all the projects from previous TIPs that have not received a final voucher.  
Changes made to these projects require an amendment to the TIP.  The FY 2025 District five fencing 
project was removed.  That project is removed in the draft but missed in the final TIP.  Kevin England 
made a motion to approve the FY 2021 - 2027 Transportation Improvement Program; Heidi Adamson 
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.  
 
 



Agenda Item #3 – FY 2021 -2027 Air Quality Conformity Demonstration  
Mori Byington reviewed the results of the air quality conformity analysis.  Some minor text changes, 
including why the VOC and NOx budgets were included in the Motor Vehicle Emission Budget, were 
included based on the EPA's comments. For each of the three analysis years, the region's vehicle 
emission with the proposed TIP projects is below the motor vehicle emissions budget.  The PVNAA 
meets the budgets test and the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.  Kevin England made a motion 
to approve the Air Quality Conformity Demonstration; Heidi Adamson seconded the motion. The motion 
passed unanimously.  
 
 Agenda Item #4 – FY 2021 Unified Planning and Work Program  
Mori updated the Policy Board on changes since the last meeting.  The total budget increased by 
$20,000 due to the projected increase in carryover. Task 6.1 had increases of $11,500 due to the need 
for turning counts at the un-signalized intersections. Professional services account for $9,500 of the 
increase, with the remaining going to purchase a new camera. The HRA contribution will increase to 
$200 per month. Jeff Hough made a motion to approve the FY 2021 Unified Planning Work Program; 
Rick Cheatum seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.  
  
Agenda Item #5 – Transportation Improvement Program Modification Procedure 
The requirement to amend the TIP for changes in projects from previous TIPs requires a change to the 
TIP modification procedure.  A sentence was added to clarify that all project changes from previous TIPs 
will be treated as existing projects.  A third category was added for changes that do not require an 
amendment.  Prior year project changes under $50,000 were included in that category. Jeff Hough made 
a motion to approve the Transportation Improvement Program Modification Procedure; Brian Blad 
seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously.  
 
Agenda Item #8 -  Committee Member Reports  
None 
              
Chairmen Hernandez adjourned the meeting at 11:57 
 
Minutes, Agendas, and Packets are available online at www.bannockplanning.org/bpocommittees.html 
Date:__________________________________________ 
Approved 
 
 
By:_________________________________________________ 
      Chairmen Hernandez, Chair 
 
 
Attested: 
By:_________________________________________________ 
      Mori Byington, Planning Director 
 

 
 

http://www.bannockplanning.org/bpocommittees.html


Agenda Item #1b: Check Register and Receipts 
 
Meeting Date:  November 2, 2020 
 
Summary of Item:    
Attached are the check register and receipts since the last Policy Board Meeting.  

Date Receipt Received From Project Explanation 

9/29/2020 87279 $10,273.67 Idaho 
Transportation 
Planning 

FY 2020 Consolidated 
Program Grant 

August Billing 

      

      

      

 



 



 



 

Action Required: Approve Check Register and Receipts  







Agenda Item # 2 - FY 2020 – 2026 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment 8  
 
Meeting Date: November 2, 2020  
 
Summary of Item:  
Amendment 8 of the Fiscal Year 2020 - 2025 Bannock Transportation Planning Organization's 
Transportation Improvement Program modifies Table 1 FY 2020- FY 2025 Highway Project list. 
 
BTPO changes Table 1 in the following manner: 

• Key# 22687- US 30, Yellowstone to Garrett Way – Add project and including $100,000 in FY 2021 
for project development. 

• Key# 22914 – FY 21 SICOG SRTS Coordination and Activities – Add project in FY 21.  The project 
cost is $64.500. 

 
Both projects were included in the FY 2021 – 2027 Transportation Improvement Program approved on 
September 14, 2020.  The amendment allows the development of these projects promptly.  
 
The change does not affect the Air Quality Conformity determination.   

 
Per the BTPO Policy Board adopted TIP Amendment and Administrative Modification Process, the 
Planning Director approved the amendment on October 12, 2020.  
  
 
Action Required:   FYI 



Agenda Item #3 - Idaho State University GIS Scope of Work 
 
Meeting Date: November 2, 2020  
 
Summary of Item:  
Included in the FY 2021 Unified Planning Work Program is Task 6.2 Transit Route Analysis.  The 
document portion of the project is almost completed.  In 2020 the City of Pocatello, City of Chubbuck, 
and BTPO combined worked together contracted Idaho State University GIS Department to update 
sidewalk, ADA curb ramps, and sign data.   An intern was hired to update the various GIS datasets.   
 
This program aims to create and update GIS datasets that are the same across the BTPO planning area.  
In FY 2021, the following four projects are included in the scope of work.  
 

• Signs and Curb Returns Update System 
• Pocatello Regional Transit Bus Stop Evaluation Study 
• Street Attributes 
• Subdivision Inventory 

The Advancing the Spatial Data Infrastructure of Bannock County Scope of Work is attached.  
 
 
 
Action Required:    
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Advancing the Spatial Data Infrastructure of Bannock County, Idaho 
 
Introduction 
GIS data has become a key asset necessary for a well-informed decision. Municipal government decisions 
range from urban planning, to traffic/road design, and public safety.  In each of these examples the lack of 
current and accurate geospatial data reduces the accuracy and quality of the decision.  Working together 
with Idaho State University’s (ISU) GIS Training and Research Center (GIS TReC), GIS departments 
across Bannock county Idaho have the opportunity to improve their spatial data infrastructure and thereby 
the decision process through this unique capacity building project. GIS capabilities already exist across 
Bannock County to varying degrees. This project will make important strides toward GIS data 
development, sharing, and collaboration. The following serve as examples of the types of tasks 
undertaken by this project: 
 

• Signs and Curb Returns Update System- The database schema for the current sign and curb 
returns layers will be re-evaluated and revised as necessary.  The completed layers will be used to 
develop an online Sign and Curb Return Update System leveraging Collector for ArcGIS and/or 
ArcGIS Field Maps. This system will be designed to allow anyone to update these asset layers.  
By anyone, it is not meant that this system will become a crowd-sourced solution but rather 
anyone refers to specific named users at Bannock Planning and Transportation Organization 
(BPTO), the City of Pocatello (Pocatello), the City of Chubbuck (Chubbuck), and ISU’s GIS 
TReC.  This system will be designed and deployed to function 3-5 years into the future with little 
to no additional system management and may remain on the ISU ArcGIS Online site (gISU) or its 
sister Portal server, or be transferred to the City of Pocatello AGOL site as determined by the 
organizations involved in this project. 
 
This task will include: 
1. A thorough review of the existing data and database schema with associated revisions to 

improve performance and functionality while maintaining compliance with existing systems 
(e.g., Lucity).  

2. Conversion into a web map compatible with Collector for ArcGIS and/or ArcGIS Field Maps 
3. Field testing of online collection 
4. Technology transfer workshop free to BPTO, City of Pocatello, and City of Chubbuck staff 

(up to 15 participants in total). 
 

• Pocatello Regional Transit Bus Stop Evaluation Study – Work with the collaborating 
organizations to develop a transit file geodatabase (fGDB), which includes layers for Transit 
Stops and Transit Routes.  Using data from the sidewalk inventory, develop service areas for each 
of the bus stops showing the number of employment and housing units located 0.3 and 0.5 miles 
of each stop. 
 
To complete this task will require a GIS layer identifying bus stop locations and another layer 
identifying the location of businesses/places of employment.  The former layer (bus stops) should 
be available from the City of Pocatello PRT.  The latter will likely need to be derived from either 
US Census data, Idaho business licenses, City zoning layers, City planning department data, 
and/or the Esri Living Atlas or Business analyst online applications. 
 
Once these data have been acquired and reviewed, the evaluation study will be able to proceed.  
This will be done as a proximity analysis with varying proximity buffers of 1/3rd and ½ mile 
increments.  A brief report describing this evaluation study will be written and provided as part of 
the deliverables for this project. 
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• Street Attributes – Research existing attributes that organizations use related to public streets.  
Create a street attribute table to build upon the existing Bannock County Centerline layer.  
Identify a method of updating these data to populate the table including onsite, base map, etc.  
 
This task includes a careful review of database schemas in use by other organizations incluing the 
Esri local government information model (LGIM). Following the review, a recommendation of 
changes (if any) will be provided to the project partners in writing.  Changes agreed upon by the 
partners will be implemented and a new/revised streets layer schema will be provided. 
 

• Subdivisions inventory- Existing sub-division data will be reviewed and consolidated to create a 
consistent and as comprehensive as possible GIS polygon layer of existing subdivisions in 
Pocatello and Chubbuck 
 

ISU’s GIS TReC is prepared to assist key geographic information system (GIS) departments across 
Bannock County, Idaho in their development and sharing of spatial data.  This project is a collaborative 
effort between Bannock Planning and Transportation Organization (BPTO), the City of Pocatello 
(Pocatello), and the City of Chubbuck (Chubbuck), supported by ISU’s GIS TReC.   
 
Specifically, this project will provide funding for one part-time GIS Technician and supervision/ 
mentoring and project coordination from the project PI (Weber, FTE = 0.06).  The GIS Technician will 
work closely with each collaborating organization to edit or develop GIS data layers, create new data 
layers as needed, and develop the sign and curb return update system. The latter task will be primarily a 
function of the project PI, with assistance from the GIS Technician. 
  
The GIS Technician will have office space at ISU’s GIS TReC and be supervised directly by the PI 
(Weber), whose office is also located in the GIS TReC.  Meeting briefs will be held on a weekly or bi-
weekly schedule and be facilitated using Zoom webinar/teleconferencing with in-person attendance 
optional. 
 
Organizational Structure 
This project will establish a GIS collaboration between BPTO, Pocatello, and Chubbuck to accomplish a 
variety of GIS tasks in an efficient and effective manner.  Each organization will identify a primary point 
of contact (POC) to facilitate effective communication.  Apart from funding the project, the POC for each 
collaborating organizations is expected to participate in the monthly team meetings and help identify and 
prioritize duties to be completed by the GIS Technician.  The duties and tasks will be recorded and 
tracked through completion and used to develop an end-of-year report of milestones and 
accomplishments.  The end-of-year report will be sent to each POC and a copy retained at ISU’s GIS 
TReC as well. 
 
Deliverables 
On or before the conclusion of this project the GIS TReC at ISU will deliver to the point of contact within 
each collaborating organization: 
 

1. A file geodatabase (fGDB) containing updated/revised feature classes and associated tables, 
relationship classes, etc. resulting from the tasks of this project. 

2. FGDC-compliant geospatial metadata for each of the feature classes stored within the fGDB. 
3. A brief (3-5 page) white paper report describing the Pocatello Regional Transit Bus Stop 

Evaluation Study. 
4. An end-of-year report (approximately 5-pages in length) describing the project, the 

methodologies and technologies used to complete the tasks. In addition, this report will tasks and 
milestones completed throughout the project. 
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Total proposed project costs (total direct costs plus indirect charges) are $19,689 with a start date of 
January 1st, 2021 and an end date of December 31st, 2021. 
 
Budget and Justification 
ISU’s GIS TReC requests funding for this proposed one-year (January 1st, 2021 and an end date of 
December 31st, 2021) project totaling $19,689.  The funding is intended to be equally split by the three 
organizations with approximately $6,563 being contributed by each collaborating organization (BPTO, 
Pocatello, and Chubbuck). These costs are described in detail within the budget justification below. 
 

Budget Item Cost 
Salaries  
   Keith Weber (PI)  $5,782 
   GIS Technician (TBD) $8,000 
Total Salaries $13,782 
Fringe Benefits  
   Keith Weber (PI) $1,913 
   GIS Technician (TBD) $   712 
Total Fringe Benefits $ 2,625 
Total Personnel Costs     $16,407 
Other Direct Costs   $     0 
Total Direct Costs     $16,407 
Modified Total Direct Costs     $16,407 
Indirect Costs (FAC) $ 3,281 
Total Project Costs $19,689 

 
Personnel 
The principal investigator and project supervisor, Keith T. Weber will be partially funded by this 
agreement (0.06 FTE [approximately $5,782 in total]). Weber will be responsible for day-to-day 
management of the project, project logistics, spatial data infrastructure, and GIS Technician supervision 
and mentoring, as well as taking the lead in developing the online update system, and 
preparing/submitting the final report.  In addition, Weber will devote additional time to the supervision 
and mentoring of the student GIS Technician to ensure tasks and duties are completed in a timely fashion.  
The additional time devoted to this project will not bear additional costs to the collaborating 
organizations. 
 
Other Personnel 
A student GIS Technician position will be funded by this project ($8,000 in total). The GIS Technician 
will be responsible for editing or developing GIS data layers, reviewing compatibility of data layers, and 
creating new data layers as needed, along with metadata updates, and assisting in the development of the 
online update system.  
 
Benefits 
Fringe Benefits ($2,625 in total) have been calculated using Idaho State University's standard rates (21% 
of salaries and wages for full-time permanent employees and employees working more than half-time; 
8.9% for students and other employees working less than half-time).  Health insurance has been included 
as appropriate. Health insurance paid by this agreement has been pro-rated based upon the percent 
personnel time devoted to the project (e.g., Keith T. Weber is funded at approximately 6% (0.06 FTE) so 
6% of his health insurance has been requested in this agreement). Total fringe benefit costs are $2,625. 
Total personnel costs are $16,407. 
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Equipment 
No equipment or capital expenditures are requested for this project.  
 
Travel  
No travel costs are requested for this project.   
 
Other Direct Costs 
No other direct costs are requested for this project. 
 
Modified total direct costs for this project are $16,407. 
 
Indirect Charges 
Indirect charges or Facilities & Administrative Costs were calculated using Idaho State University's 
standard rate of 20% of modified total direct costs, totaling $3,281. These costs include those costs of 
doing business that aren't directly related to the specific sponsored project such as administrative support 
expenses (accounting, payroll, etc.), utilities, custodial, etc. 
 
Total Project Costs 
Total direct costs/modified total direct costs for this project are $16,407 and total project costs (total 
direct costs plus indirect charges) are $19,689. 



Agenda Item 4: 2020 Housing Summary 
 
Meeting Date: November 2, 2020 
 
Summary of Item:    
Every year BTPO tracks the building permits from May to April.  This update cycle was intended to match 
the Census report.  For the period from May 2019 to April 2020, 263 housing units were constructed.  
The demographic projections from 2015- 2020 show an average of 347 units per-year is needed.  The 
chart below shows the projected and actual housing units from 2015 to 2020.  

 

 

Figure 1 and 2 shows how the District or TAZ is tracking.   A positive number means there are more 
housing units than predicted for 2020.   Districts 2 and 5 have been tracking lower for the last several 
years.  More housing units were projected for Districts 2 and 5. The entire number of units is lower than 
expected because the district is lower than anticipated.  

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Projected Housing Units 30,166 30,513 30,860 31,208 31,555 31,902
Actual Housing Units 30,166 30,728 30,869 31,188 31,458 31,723
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Figure 1 Comparison of actual 2020 Housing Units to Anticipated by DIstrict 

 



Figure 2 Comparison of actual 2020 Housing Units to Anticipated by TAZ 

 



 

 



Agenda Item # 5 - Idaho's Transportation Infrastructure: Moving Idaho Forward Report 
 
Meeting Date: November 4, 2020  
 
Summary of Item:  
 Attached is a report from Boise State University on the transportation needs within Idaho.  The report is 
a follow-up to the 2011 report Modernizing Transportation Funding in Idaho.  The report identified the 
need for an additional 241.8 million dollars annually to maintain state and local roads.  Alternative 
funding sources are discussed in the report.  
 
I have included this report for your information.   There is no action needed, but funding for 
transportation continues to fall short of the system's needs.  The report can provide a context for future 
funding discussions.  
 
Action Required:   FYI 



IDAHO’S 
TRANSPORTATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE: 
MOVING IDAHO 
FORWARD
2020
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IDAHO’S TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE: 
MOVING IDAHO FORWARD
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IDAHO’S TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AND INFRASTRUCTURE ARE VITAL TO THE 
STATE’S ECONOMY. The state’s vast network of critical infrastructure, from its roads and 
bridges to the systems that support transit, bikes, and pedestrians, enables personal 
independence and spurs responsible growth in employment, job creation, business 
retention, and land development. However, Idaho must determine how to properly 
fund this essential system to ensure it is maintained and accommodates the state’s 
unprecedented growth. In 2010, a task force appointed by Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter 
and led by then Lieutenant Governor Brad Little began addressing these issues. In 2011, 
the group released a report, Modernizing Transportation Funding in Idaho, which found 
the state was in need of an additional $262 annually for road and bridge preservation and 
restoration and $281 million annually for safety and capacity enhancements. Since then, 
the Idaho Legislature has passed revenue enhancements and the state’s population has 
grown significantly. These changes spurred a diverse group of stakeholders to re-examine 
Idaho’s transportation infrastructure and identify alternatives available to meet the needs 
of the state now and in the future. These stakeholders engaged Idaho Policy Institute, a 
nonpartisan research organization, to conduct an independent analysis for this report.

Findings indicate:
 o Idaho needs an additional $241.8 million per year in revenue: 

• $236.5 million per year would enable efforts to meet preservation and restoration 
goals for Idaho’s roads and bridges. 

• At least an additional $5.3 million per year is needed to maintain existing transit 
equipment and infrastructure.  

 o This additional revenue requirement does not include equipment replacement, 
safety enhancement, or unfunded expansion for all infrastructure (road, bridge, bike, 
pedestrian, and transit). 

 o If funding is not available and maintenance is deferred, then this annual figure 
compounds, making the funding requirement significantly larger in the future.

 o Alternative revenue enhancement scenarios presented in this report need to 
be examined closely to determine whether they are appropriate for Idaho’s 
transportation system.

https://apps.itd.idaho.gov/Apps/info/Task_Force_Final_Report_Low_Res.pdf
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BACKGROUND
Transportation infrastructure spurs responsible growth in employment, job creation, 
business retention, and land development. However, Idaho, like many states, is facing 
critical issues in its transportation system.

In 2010, a task force appointed by Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter and led by then Lieutenant 
Governor Brad Little began addressing the state’s transportation infrastructure issues. In 
2011, the group released a report, Modernizing Transportation Funding in Idaho.1 Changes 
in the last decade brought together a diverse group of transportation stakeholders to re-
examine the state of Idaho’s transportation infrastructure. This group includes:

American Council of Engineering Companies of Idaho (ACEC of Idaho)
Ada County Highway District (ACHD)
Association of Idaho Cities (AIC)
Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (COMPASS)
Idaho Associated General Contractors (AGC) 
Idaho Association of Counties (IAC)
Idaho Association of Highway Districts (IAHD)
Idaho Forest Group
Idaho Trucking Association
Simplot Transportation
Valley Regional Transit (VRT)

This group sought to answer the following:

1. What is the status of transportation infrastructure in Idaho?
2. What has changed since the Governor’s Task Force reported on the issue in 2011?
3. What policy alternatives are available to improve transportation infrastructure in 

Idaho?
To answer these questions the group contracted with Idaho Policy Institute (IPI). Created 
in 2016, IPI strives to provide unbiased research for decision makers to assist them in 
addressing the difficult decisions of the day. IPI’s research helps government leaders 
across the state navigate change and forge strong directions for Idaho’s communities.
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IPI answered these questions through four main tasks.

TASK 1: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
IPI conducted interviews with key stakeholders in Idaho’s transportation system, including 
officials from Local Highway Technical Assistance Council (LHTAC), Idaho Transportation 
Department (ITD), Ada County Highway District (ACHD), Association of Idaho Cities (AIC), 
and others. Interviews focused on stakeholder perceptions regarding community needs 
and funding prioritization.

TASK 2: DATA COLLECTION AND FINANCIAL MODELING
IPI led an ongoing discussion with stakeholders in Idaho’s transportation system, including 
LHTAC, ITD, ACHD, COMPASS, and others across the state to gather data regarding 
annual revenues and costs. Frequent meetings with stakeholders allowed IPI to collect and 
incorporate feedback throughout the research and model development.

TASK 3: EVALUATE IDAHO’S TRANSPORTATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE
IPI conducted an updated assessment of Idaho’s transportation infrastructure, including 
the systems, challenges, and funding gaps that affect its health. This assessment includes 
road and bridge infrastructure as well as the infrastructure for public transportation, 
bicycles, and pedestrians.

TASK 4: ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF ALTERNATIVES
IPI considered alternative transportation funding policies and practices enacted in other 
states to create a set of alternatives for consideration in Idaho.

This report outlines IPI’s findings. In addition, IPI has created the following resources:
1. An interactive online map indicating how different states address infrastructure 

needs, including policy alternatives.
2. An interactive financial modeling tool for decision makers to determine policy 

alternatives to help address current funding gaps in both the local and state 
transportation systems. Several scenarios are modeled relative to revenue needs, 
allowing for comparison between different funding alternatives.

3. A two-page infographic summarizing this report.

Although transportation stakeholders provided input throughout the course of this 
project, all decisions regarding reporting and associated resources are the product of 
IPI. Examining the state of Idaho’s transportation infrastructure requires selecting a point 
in time due to the constant fluctuation of ongoing maintenance and expansion efforts. 
Unless noted otherwise, State of Idaho Fiscal Year 2018 (FY18) data were used in this 
study. 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO’S TRANSPORTATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE
Idaho’s network of transportation infrastructure, from its roads and bridges to the systems 
that support transit, bikes, and pedestrians, enables employment, recreation, job creation, 
business retention, land development, personal independence, and overall well-being for 
Idaho’s residents and visitors. Its use varies across the state; therefore the demand on the 
system and the associated impact on infrastructure varies across regions and jurisdictions. 
Impacts from environmental factors, such as freeze-thaw cycles, also affect the condition 
of Idaho’s roads and bridges.

As a relatively large state, with a small 
population, Idaho faces a unique challenge. 
When compared to other states, Idaho 
has more land area with transportation 
infrastructure with fewer residents, and 
revenue sources, to fund infrastructure 
projects. For instance, Idaho has 15.5 
residents per lane mile, while the typical 
state has 40 residents per lane mile.2 
Another unique funding challenge stems 
from the state’s area of non-taxable public 
lands. Roughly two-thirds of Idaho’s 
land is owned by the federal and state 
government, ranking it one of the highest 
public land percentages among states.3 

Idaho has 24,470 paved lane miles under the control of local jurisdictions and an 
additional 12,315 paved lane miles maintained by the state.4  Ninety-one percent of Idaho’s 
state system paved roads (those roads maintained by ITD) are estimated to be in good or 
fair condition.5 The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) grades Idaho’s local roads 
as a C- while the state system roads receive a C.6 Having sub-par roads create additional 
costs for all Idahoans. Per year, the average Idaho motorist incurs approximately $427 in 
costs for repairs and maintenance due to driving on roads in need of repair.7

IDAHO HAS ONLY 15.5 
RESIDENTS PER LANE MILE

THE AVERAGE STATE HAS 40
RESIDENTS PER LANE MILE

annual cost per motorist 
of driving on infrastructure 

in need of repair

$427
bridges are 

in poor or fair 
condition

940of 3,761
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Nearly 45% of bridges (20 feet and over in span) will be 50 years or older by 2021 (697 
on the state system and 1,027 on the local system). In general, bridges have a 50-60 year 
design life.11 

FIGURE 2: AGE OF LOCAL BRIDGES
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FIGURE 1: AGE OF STATE BRIDGES
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Across the state of Idaho, there are 3,761 bridges (20 feet or greater in span) with 5.9 
million square feet of bridge deck in the local system and 11.9 million square feet in the 
state system.8 Among these bridges, 6% are in poor condition, 19% are in fair condition, 
and 75% are in good condition.9 Compared to the state’s roads, the ASCE ranks Idaho’s 
bridges lower with a D grade.10 Figures 1 and 2 indicate the age of the bridges on the state 
and local systems.
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Throughout Idaho, 42 out of 44 counties have some form of public transportation, with 
a total of 80 public transportation providers whose annual operating expenditures total 
$25.6 million.14 Public transportation includes traditional fixed-route buses, demand 
response service, ridesharing, and car and bike sharing. Per year, Idahoans take over 3.7 
million trips on public transportation.15 However, users of public transportation in Idaho 
face several challenges. These include long travel times, limited or nonexistent late night 
and weekend service, infrequent and unreliable service, inaccessibility, and areas that 
lack public transportation service altogether.16 Lack of transit information and technology 
barriers also present difficulties for public transit users in Idaho.17 

These challenges in Idaho’s public transportation system can be detrimental to economic 
development efforts.18 Providers of public transportation face their own challenges, 
including lack of funding, inflexible funding, aging fleets, and difficulty procuring matching 
local funds.19 Within the next ten years, transit ridership is expected to increase by at least 
28% statewide as the population continues to grow (estimated by applying projected 
population growth to current ridership trends).20

Idaho’s national ranking for the quality of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure slipped in 
recent years to 33rd out of 50 states.21 Of Idaho’s commuters, 3.6% walk or bike to work, 
equating to over 10 million trips annually.22 Regarding fatalities among bicycle commuters, 
Idaho has 4.2 fatalities per 10,000 commuters, third lowest out of all 50 states.23 Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) spending on biking and walking projects in the state is 
only $1.60 per capita, ranking 43rd.24 However, from 2017-2019 the state legislature did 
make bike and pedestrian projects eligible for funding. As a result, $4 million was allocated 
by the state and local systems to improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.25 

Trucks moved 256 million tons of freight in Idaho in 2018.12 Table 1 displays data on freight 
originating in Idaho and moving out of state, freight originating and terminating in Idaho, 
and freight arriving in Idaho from out of state. In 2018, there were 24,227 registered 
commercial trucks in the state.13

TABLE 1: FREIGHT TONNAGE MOVED IN IDAHO
Idaho to Out of State Idaho to Idaho Out of State to Idaho Total

92,005,312 70,988,747 93,430,019 256,424,078

Source: Idaho Transportation Department 2020
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FREIGHT BY TRUCK
24,227 REGISTRATIONS
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miles per year on 
Idaho’s roads

PASSENGER VEHICLES
1.8 MILLION REGISTRATIONS

BY THE NUMBERS
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CHANGES SINCE THE GOVERNOR’S TASK FORCE
In 2011, the Governor’s Task Force report estimated a $262 million annual funding shortfall 
for the operation, preservation, and restoration of the state and local systems and $281 
million for safety and capacity enhancement.26 Since then, several legislative actions 
created new transportation revenue streams or increased existing funding measures.

The most wide-ranging funding measure, House Bill 312, was enacted in 2015.27 HB 312 
increased the fuel tax by seven cents, raised annual vehicle registration fees, created 
electric and hybrid vehicle registration fees, and established a Strategic Initiatives 
Program, among other revenue enhancements.28 New funding collected under HB 312 is 
limited to “road and bridge maintenance and replacement projects both at the state and 
local level.”29 

In FY18, HB 312 provided an additional $109 million to be utilized, with $65.4 million 
going to ITD (for the state system) and $43.6 million to local jurisdictions.30 Most of the 
new revenue came from enhancements in the gasoline tax ($50 million), passenger car 
and truck registration fees ($36.8 million), and special fuels (including diesel) tax ($21.2 
million).31 The Strategic Initiatives Program Fund is no longer a reliable revenue source 
since it was allowed to sunset.

Other transportation-related legislation since the release of the Governor’s Task Force 
report include House Bill 547, enacted in 2014,32 and Senate Bill 1206, enacted in 2017.33 
HB 547 (2014) allocated portions of cigarette tax revenue ($4.7 million annually) to cover 
the state match of Grant Anticipation Revenue Vehicle (GARVEE) debt service and to the 
state highway account for the maintenance and repair of the state highway system.34 SB 
1206 (2017) authorized an additional $300 million in GARVEE bonds, extended the state 
surplus eliminator for state and local highway jurisdictions for two years, and allocated 
1% of state sales tax revenue to transportation projects on the state’s system.35 Local 
jurisdictions are ineligible to participate in the GARVEE program.

Beyond state policy changes, one of the most significant factors impacting Idaho’s 
transportation system is the state’s growing population. Between 2010 and 2019, Idaho’s 
population grew by 14%, from 1,567,582 to 1,787,065 people; such growth is projected to 
continue.36,37 As of 2018, 1.25 million licensed drivers38 and 1.8 million registered vehicles39 

marked 17% and 31% increases, respectively, since the beginning of the decade.

POPULATION 
GROWTH

INCREASE IN
LICENSED 
DRIVERS

INCREASE IN
REGISTERED 

VEHICLES

14% 17%

31%IN THE PAST 
DECADE, 
IDAHO HAS 
EXPERIENCED 
TREMENDOUS 
GROWTH
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FUNDING AND FINANCING 
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE IN 
IDAHO
A diverse array of revenue and financing mechanisms fund Idaho’s transportation 
infrastructure.

The federal fuel taxes on gasoline (18.4 cents per 
gallon) and diesel (24.4 cents per gallon) are paid by 
Idahoans at the pump in addition to state fuel taxes. 
These excise taxes make up the largest portion of the 
Federal Highway Trust Fund’s (Trust Fund) revenue.40 

Idaho receives more allocations from the fund than its 
residents contribute. For instance, in FY18, Idahoans 
paid $229 million into the Trust Fund while the state 
received $319 million in allocations.41 In other words, 
for every dollar contributed, Idaho received $1.39.

State fuel taxes consist of 32 cents per gallon for both gasoline and diesel fuel. In 2018, 
gasoline tax revenues brought in $202 million and special fuel taxes (including diesel) 
brought in $78 million, in addition to the $50 million gasoline tax and $21 million special 
fuel tax revenue from HB 312 enhancements.42 This tax is paid by all those purchasing fuel 
within Idaho and is not limited to Idaho residents.

The state passenger vehicle registration fee is $69 for vehicles one or two years old, $57 
for vehicles three to six years old, and $45 for vehicles over seven years old. Registrations 
for passenger cars and trucks brought in $59 million in 2018, in addition to $37 million 
from HB 312 revenue enhancements.43

Truck registration fees are based on weight and miles driven in the state. The most 
common truck weight is 80,000 pounds. The registration fee for trucks of this size is 
divided across five tiers: $480 for under 7,500 miles, $1,100 for 7,501 to 20,000 miles, 
$1,700 for 20,001 to 35,000 miles, $2,300 for 35,001 to 50,000 miles, and $3,360 for over 
50,000 miles.44 Idaho ranks second highest in the country for fees in this weight range.45 
State truck registrations collected $54 million in revenue in 2018.46 

Cigarette and sales tax revenues contributed $6.9 million and $15.7 million, respectively, 
to the Transportation Expansion and Congestion Mitigation (TECM) fund for a total of 
$22.6 million in 2018.47 This funding is only for the state system and the annual amount is 
dictated after revenue distributions are made to other efforts outside of transportation.

Local jurisdictions—cities, counties, and highway districts—also received property tax 
revenues of $138.7 million for transportation-related projects in 2018.48 Additional sources 
of local funding include local impact fees ($26 million), general fund transfers ($20 
million), proceeds from bond sales ($17.5 million), and local option registrations ($11 
million), among other funding sources.49

GARVEE, a financing mechanism created by Congress, allows states to borrow against 
future federal highway allocations in order to build large infrastructure projects. GARVEE 
allows Idaho to more quickly and efficiently address important projects by accessing 

$
IDAHO RECEIVES $1.39

FOR EVERY $1 CONTRIBUTED
TO THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY TRUST FUND
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funding quickly, rather than deferring the projects and, consequently, constructing at a 
higher cost at a later date. GARVEE is currently legislatively limited to certain routes on 
the state system.

Taken together, revenue enhancements and population growth have helped chip away 
at the $543 million funding gap identified by the Governor’s Task Force report in 2011. It 
is worth noting the Task Force’s report concentrated on the network of roads, bridges, 
and highways and did not explicitly address alternative modes of transportation such as 
public transit and bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure nor did it include costs associated 
with maintaining and operating unpaved roadways. The report’s estimated shortfall 
of $262 million for the operation, preservation, and restoration of the state and local 
systems was not intended as a static gap but as an annual need, and over the last decade 
unmet obligations have been compounded by both the costs associated with deferred 
maintenance and inflation. 

NEED FOR MORE REVENUE
By looking more comprehensively at Idaho’s transportation system, this report and 
accompanying financial model account for more funding needs and changes over recent 
years, as well as the impact of inflation on long-term funding sustainability and deferred 
maintenance on restoration needs over time. As a result, the annual revenue gap published 
in this report cannot be directly compared to the gap identified in 2011, although the 
numbers have a shared foundation.

IPI’s financial modeling estimates that Idaho needs an additional $241.8 million per year in 
revenue for maintenance and operations of existing infrastructure. 

This figure does not include unfunded expansion nor unfunded safety needs. Of this, 
$236.5 million is needed to meet the preservation and restoration goals for Idaho’s roads 
and bridges, including the associated operations of those assets. This number is based 
on the amount of work that is currently being done on roads and bridges within both the 
state and local systems compared to the work that ideally should be done to meet the 
systems’ preservation and restoration goals. The model includes an estimated operations 
funding gap based on the one used in the 2011 Governor’s Task Force report. 

At least an additional $5.3 million in annual funding is needed to maintain existing transit 
equipment and infrastructure based on IPI’s modeling.50
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In regards to roads and bridges, the annual funding need, or gap, estimated by the model 
represents the cost of work that ideally should be done in a given year but is forgone due 
to budgetary limitations. This deferred maintenance contributes to deteriorating roads 
and bridges across the state, costing motorists in Idaho over $530 million annually in the 
resulting vehicle repairs.51 In addition, the costs associated with deferred maintenance 
increase rapidly with each additional year. Essentially, the more deteriorated the road, 
bridge, or bus the more costly it is to fix or completely restore (or replace) it. This finding 
highlights the importance of proactively addressing the funding gap early to ensure the 
transportation system does not fall into worse condition in the future.

The gap estimated by the dynamic financial model does not include unfunded safety or 
capacity (i.e., expansion) enhancement needs for any transportation infrastructure (roads, 
bridges, bike, pedestrian, or public transportation). These specific issues are discussed 
in greater detail in the Limitations section of the report. It is also difficult to project the 
impact of federal regulatory changes, such as additional Americans with Disability Act 
(ADA) requirements, which can have a significant impact on the cost of infrastructure 
projects. While the 2011 Governor’s Task Force report estimated an unfunded expansion 
and unfunded safety gap of approximately $281 million, the data necessary to update or 
model this gap is limited. In part, this limitation occurs because transportation planners 
are prioritizing the maintenance gap identified above and, thus, most transportation 
jurisdictions across the state do not include unfunded expansion in their planning efforts. 
The expansion gap highlighted in the Governor’s Task Force report remains a pressing 
issue for funding Idaho’s transportation system. 

EACH YEAR IDAHO NEEDS AN ADDITIONAL 
$241.8 MILLION IN REVENUE

FOR RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE 
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ALTERNATIVES
Modernizing how Idaho funds the maintenance and operations of its transportation 
system and provides for safety and capacity enhancement requires examination of current 
funding mechanisms and close consideration of new alternatives. In some cases, limited 
efficiencies could be gained through re-prioritizing maintenance and restoration and 
facilitating transit-oriented development, but doing so will have a minimal impact. Even 
with these changes, additional funding is still necessary to meet the transportation needs 
of the state. Potential alternatives, listed below, are for consideration by decision makers 
and are not recommendations. Each needs to be examined closely to determine whether 
it is appropriate for Idaho’s transportation system. In addition, all alternatives should be 
measured for its impact across the system and its ability to provide for sustainable, long-
term solutions.

CURRENT USER FEES
A fuel tax is a fairly straightforward approach to revenue funding in that a tax is levied on 
all vehicle fuel, including gas, diesel, and other fuels, the revenue of which is used to fund 
transportation. In order to analyze the role of a fuel tax, economic efficiency, social equity, 
revenue adequacy and sustainability, and political and administrative feasibility must be 
evaluated.52 The more a motorist consumes fuel, the more tax they pay. So motorists with 
more fuel-efficient vehicles or those who travel less pay less. Therefore, the dependability 
of fuel tax as a revenue source will likely decrease given continued advances in fuel 
efficiency leading experts to recommend that it be supplemented or replaced as a main 
source of transportation funding.53 In addition, a significant change in fuel price (i.e., an 
increase) or in one’s income (i.e., a decrease) may impact a consumer’s choice regarding 
purchasing fuel and/or encourage them to take an alternative form of transportation. For 
these reasons, an increase in the fuel tax rate could be a reasonable short-term solution, 
but only while a transition toward alternative sources of revenue is implemented.54 Another 
related approach involves indexing Idaho’s existing fuel tax. Currently, the state’s fuel tax 
rate does not change with inflation. However, if the fuel tax were to be indexed to inflation, 
it would not mitigate the impact of increased fuel efficiencies nor be an appropriate 
approach in circumstances of deflation.55 Critics of indexing argue that tax increases 
should be voted on by legislators and not automatically increased.56

FUNDING AND FINANCING ALTERNATIVES

Current User Fees
Modify Fuel Tax 

Modify Registration Fees

New User Fees
Implement Vehicle Miles Traveled Fee

Implement Tolling

Statewide Funding
General Fund Use

Modify Sales Tax

Local Funding
Expand Local Option Tax

Modify Impact Fee Structure

Financing
Expand Public-Private Partnerships

Enable State Infrastructure Bank

Expand Modes
Dedicate Funding for Transit

Dedicate Funding for Bike/Ped
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State vehicle registration fees are another standard and main source of transportation 
funding for every state. Idaho is one of three states, along with Montana and Oklahoma, 
that charge different fee ranges based on a vehicle’s age. Other states have a flat-rate 
registration fee or charge fees based on a vehicle’s weight or value.57 Idaho’s registration 
fee range ($45-$69) is comparable to flat-rate neighboring states Wyoming ($30), Nevada 
($33), Oregon ($43), and Utah ($43), and narrower than Montana’s age-based range ($28-
$217).58 Washington’s base fee is $30 but increases depending on a vehicle’s type and 
weight, location, plate type, and other factors.59 As mentioned, Idaho enacted legislation 
requiring an additional fee for hybrid and electric vehicles ($140 for electric vehicles and 
$75 for plug-in hybrid vehicles).60 Over 20 states have implemented such fees to help 
compensate for the reduction in fuel tax revenue associated with such vehicles.61 

NEW USER FEES
A fee on vehicle miles traveled (VMT), also called a mileage-based user fee (MBUF), is 
essentially a tax on individual vehicles for every mile driven. The mileage each individual 
car drives can be accounted for through time or mileage permits, odometer changes, or 
automated mileage reporting from a device installed in the car, either with or without 
location data attached.62 Although a VMT fee could present an opportunity for more 
sustainable transportation funding, there are challenges to its implementation.63 It would 
require long-term government policy stability, widespread public acceptance, adequate 
technology, and efficient enforcement and invoicing.64 Both changes to the systems 
currently in place and a long transition period would be required for a successful VMT fee 
implementation.65

Tolls present an opportunity to increase transportation revenue while also managing 
congestion on freeways and highways.66 Tolling has several disadvantages, such as 
unevenly impacting low-income drivers and public perceptions that drivers are being 
double-taxed.67 The revenue share from tolls varies across states where tolling has been 
implemented.68

STATEWIDE FUNDING
There are several options to utilize existing or new sales taxes to increase transportation 
revenue. These include diverting revenue from an existing tax or fee toward transportation, 
raising a tax that already exists to provide transportation revenue, or creating a new tax 
entirely.69 These options could involve a general sales tax or a tax specifically on vehicle 
sales and/or parts.70

Revenue from the state’s general fund could be utilized to fund infrastructure needs. It 
could also be utilized to capitalize a state infrastructure bank.

LOCAL FUNDING
Local option taxes can generate revenue for transportation infrastructure projects. Local 
option taxes can include sales tax, vehicle registration fees, income, payroll and employer 
taxes, property taxes, local system development changes, local development impact 
fees, and local transportation operation fees.71 However, under Idaho statutes, only resort 
cities may implement local option taxes,72 and thus it does not benefit other communities. 
Therefore, state-level policy changes would be required to enable individual non-resort 
communities to decide whether to implement a local option tax as a new source of 
transportation funding. In addition, by its nature, local option tax only serves the needs of 
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the community in which the tax is levied. Finally, the revenue generated by a local option 
tax can be impacted by the size of a jurisdiction, what is being taxed, and other factors.

Modifying the structure of development impact fees at the local level could raise 
additional funding to support road, bridge, bike, pedestrian, and public transportation 
infrastructure. Although these funds are limited and are not necessarily applied equally 
from one jurisdiction to the next, they can enable support for expansion needs associated 
with population growth. In some cases, jurisdictions with impact fees may waive those 
fees to encourage desired development. 

Property taxes collected by local jurisdictions (including highway districts, cities, and 
counties) are utilized across the state to support transportation infrastructure. This 
revenue source is limited, however, by a cap on the increases in additional revenue that 
can be collected by a jurisdiction each year (3% plus growth factors for new construction 
and annexation). In addition, it can be challenging for rural areas with a small population 
to levy enough tax to complete much more than basic maintenance.

In addition to standard state-wide registration fees, individual counties are able to charge 
county administrative and mail fees, highway district registration fees, and local option 
sales taxes (taxes dependent on city or county of sale and or/purchase price). However, 
only one county collects highway district registration fees due to the complexity of 
implementing the policy.

FINANCING
A public-private partnership (PPP or P3) is a way to combine public funding with private 
investment or enable project cost-sharing across sectors in order to increase the flexibility 
and efficiency of transportation projects.73 PPPs can facilitate expedited completion for 
high priority projects. Idaho’s STAR program (Sales Tax Anticipated Revenue) is a current 
PPP program that went into effect in 2007. The program provides commercial real estate 
developers with an opportunity for a sales tax rebate in exchange for their payment 
for transportation infrastructure improvements required by the new development. The 
program is limited to certain types of projects $8 million to $35 million in value and they 
must be approved by ITD. One method to encourage PPPs is to have additional enabling 
state legislation in place.74 A positive association was observed between laws that enable 
PPPs and the amount of private investment in a state.75

A state infrastructure bank (SIB) enables a state’s transportation department, or 
other entity, to issue direct loans to local jurisdictions, facilitating a variety of credit 
enhancement products to be used for transportation infrastructure.76 The benefits of 
SIBs include accelerated project delivery, financial plan completion, and lower borrowing 
costs.77 Since 1997, at least 39 states have established SIBs.78 

The Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) is a federal 
program to provide credit assistance for qualified transportation infrastructure projects 
at the regional and national level.79 Projects must be creditworthy to access TIFIA funds80 
and the anticipated cost of the project must be at least $10 million for transit, local, and 
rural projects, $15 million for intelligent transportation system projects, and $50 million for 
all other surface transportation projects that qualify.81 Additionally, TIFIA credit assistance 
is limited to one-third of anticipated program costs.82 The establishment of a SIB in Idaho 
would allow infrastructure projects to access TIFIA funding by providing a low risk option 
for debt repayment and demonstrating a designated revenue source for repayment.83 
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Small, rural communities in Idaho would likely not qualify for TIFIA assistance directly, but 
a SIB capitalized with a TIFIA loan could make low-cost financing available for up to 80% 
of project costs to Idaho’s rural communities.  

In addition, consideration could be given to expanding current financing, such as GARVEE, 
to increase local jurisdictions access to financing opportunities.

DEDICATED FUNDING
Although Idaho has access to dedicated federal funding for all infrastructure types, 
including the Transportation Alternatives Program that supports bike, pedestrian, and 
public transportation infrastructure, not all infrastructure has dedicated funding from state 
sources. For instance, when it comes to funding bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure 
specifically, many states have dedicated funding sources, though Idaho does not.84 

Some states, including Colorado and Iowa, use lottery revenue.85 Other funding options 
that Idaho could employ are school zone speeding fines, naming rights, local planning 
assistance grants, a specialty bicycle/pedestrian license plate, and bond proceeds.86 

Bicycle registration or user fees are other options, though they are not typically 
recommended.87 A dedicated funding source is also an option for public transportation. 
Funding is often dedicated from parking fees, lottery revenue, or development impact 
fees.88 

OPERATIONS AND LAND USE
Another option is to restructure road maintenance. Some states are pursuing the option 
of converting paved roads to unpaved or gravel ones in the past decade as a result of 
the 2008 financial crisis. However, this must be examined closely as it is only a suitable 
option in certain circumstances. Factors such as road condition, safety, number of 
residents along the road, social and economic aspects of the road, traffic volume/vehicle 
distribution and type, and life-cycle cost analysis must be taken into consideration.89 Land 
use, maintenance capability, environmental issues, availability/quality of suitable unpaved 
road-wearing coarse aggregate sources, public issues, and network significance of the 
road are additional issues to consider.90 Best practices for the conversion of paved roads 
to gravel include stakeholder outreach, investigative work prior to construction, and use of 
reclaimers and chemical treatments for the final surface.91 One barrier to implementation 
is the lack of management tools and guidance documents.92 While negative public 
perception can act as another barrier, effective communication can help work toward 
public acceptance.93 Finally, there are still significant costs associated with upkeep and 
maintenance of gravel roads; therefore a thorough cost-benefit analysis should be 
undertaken prior to any conversion efforts.

Prioritization of funding is implemented in order to better appropriate revenue. A 
constantly evolving process, prioritization takes into account several different factors, 
including a project’s needs, objectives, and budget.94 Metrics including the amount of use 
and the overall benefits of the projects in question are also used when prioritizing the 
infrastructure most in need of maintenance or restoration and informing any expansion 
efforts.95 For instance, a level of service approach focuses on transportation facilities with 
the worst operating conditions from the traveler’s perspective. Roadway level of service 
primarily measures traffic volume and travel time, but can also consider other factors such 
as distance traveled, road conditions, and safety hazards.96 Many systems in the state have 
successfully implemented prioritization processes using a variety of metrics. For instance, 
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ITD has processes in place to evaluate optimum time for bridge and road preservation, 
maintenance, and restoration. As another example, LHTAC-managed funds use an 
application process where applications consider a number of factors including roadway 
condition, safety, importance of project, and financial need of agency. Already in use by 
many Idaho entities, prioritization can continue to play an important role in enhancing how 
Idaho entities allocate and use funding.

Transit-oriented development (TOD) encourages development that fully integrates 
planning for the entire transportation system by facilitating development both close to 
and well-served by transit options as well as being conducive to transit riding.97 In addition, 
TOD enables locating mixed-use development near transit resulting in decreased demand 
for parking and better use of existing parking during the day.98 TOD calls for planning 
transportation investments with the entire systems in mind in efficiently and effectively 
integrate modes and establish a multimodal system. Required land use planning 
contributes to this type of development when zoning and urban planning are utilized 
to better organize both residential and commercial areas.99 Such planning efforts can 
increase efficiencies in future development.

Options also include carrying on with current funding and financing and pursuing further 
research regarding transportation infrastructure funding, financing, and operational 
strategies. Looking forward, examining how we move people and things around cities 
and throughout the state will open doors to innovations while planning for the future of 
transportation in Idaho. 
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LIMITATIONS
COVID-19 IMPACT AND CARES ACT
The impact of COVID-19 stretches around the world, across countries, economies, and 
sectors. Transportation is no exception. The recent economic disruption will affect 
transportation infrastructure funding and many state transportation departments 
are already bracing their budgets.100 The heads of transportation departments from 
Pennsylvania to Kansas to New Mexico are expressing concern about the long-term 
revenue losses facing their states.101 A reduction in motor vehicle usage, and therefore a 
decrease in fuel tax revenue, is behind a large part of the funding shortage, in addition 
to fewer vehicle registrations and rentals, among others.102 Depending on the state, the 
funding shortfall could range anywhere between $100 million to over $1 billion.103 That said, 
Idaho has not seen projected revenue decreases for the first quarter of FY21.

Idaho has recently received funds under the CARES Act, passed in March 2020. Of the 
$1.25 billion allotted to the state, Idaho Transportation Department received $27.3 million 
from the Federal Transit Administration.104, 105 Those funds, however, cannot be allocated 
to transportation infrastructure as they must be spent on purposes COVID-19 related only. 
ITD indicated it will use the funds specifically for rural transit and intercity bus operations 
throughout the ongoing pandemic.106

DATA AVAILABILITY AND EXISTING BUDGET 
CONSTRAINTS
As mentioned, without including all expansion needs in long-range plans, small and large 
transportation jurisdictions across the state, as well as the state itself, will be unable 
to fully estimate the revenue required to meet the needs of a growing population and 
economy. Some agencies and organizations may encounter difficulty quantifying their 
needs beyond their existing funds or budget, since it is common to plan for the money 
that exists and avoid envisioning projects or uses for money that may never be received. 
However, it is helpful to have ideas ready for where to use funds if or when those funds 
become available. Lists of unfunded projects at both the local and state levels help 
prepare for such scenarios. Additionally, preparation is useful for a scenario in which a 
local option tax or ballot measure occurs or when federal grants or stimulus funding 
becomes available.

The dynamic financial model estimates expansion needs for public transportation on 
current ridership trends. However, current bus ridership numbers are relatively low 
in many places across the state due to inadequacy and unreliability of service (likely 
related to revenue limitations), not lack of demand. The estimate essentially includes the 
operating total amount necessary to keep pace with the growing population, but it does 
not estimate the revenue required statewide for addressing the backlog of capital needs 
(such as new buses and vans) for public transportation. Therefore, the expansion numbers 
the model generates for public transportation are likely much lower than the actual need, 
indicating a need for a thorough statewide assessment of public transportation needs 
regarding equipment, infrastructure, management, and operations.

There is also a need for a robust assessment of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure 
across the state to determine the extent of required funding. A significant amount of data 
related to bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure aren’t readily available, such as bike lane 
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miles, sidewalk miles, the number of streets with bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, 
and the percentage of commuters who walk. More up-to-date information is needed to 
adequately analyze and project bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure needs in Idaho.

The dynamic financial model developed in conjunction with this report provides an 
opportunity to mitigate these limitations. For instance, as more data becomes available 
the model can be utilized by stakeholders to outline the impact of changes, whether it 
be in revenue or spending. It can also provide information in regard to adoption of the 
alternative scenarios outlined in the report.

CONCLUSION
As Idaho continues to experience significant population growth, the state must balance 
the needs of its current population while projecting its future needs. This will require 
not only maintaining current transportation infrastructure, but also identifying and 
securing the technology, operations, regulations, funding, financing, and energy required 
to modernize it. However, revenue instability (i.e., declining fuel tax revenues, flat rates 
not accounting for inflation, etc.) will continue to hinder Idaho’s ability to maintain its 
transportation infrastructure in good repair and prevent the state from any expansion 
efforts or significant operational changes. This includes not only roads and bridges, but 
also its public transit systems and bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. 

Ultimately, without adequate investment in its transportation system, Idaho’s economy and 
its people will be negatively impacted. Engaging Idaho residents and key transportation 
stakeholders in the development of alternatives will determine the revenue and financing 
sources best equipped to support the state’s transportation system in the long run. This 
effort is critical to Idaho’s future economic competitiveness and vitality. 
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